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Abstract—Most of today’s numerical computations are per-
formed using floating-point data operations for representing
real numbers. The precision of the related data types should be
adapted in order to guarantee a desired overall rounding error
and to strengthen the performance of programs. This adaptation
lies to the precision tuning technique, which consists of finding
the least floating-point formats enabling a program to compute
some results with an accuracy requirement. Precision tuning
is important for several applications from a wide variety of
domains including embedded systems, Internet of Things (IoT),
etc. In this work, we evaluate the performance of POP, our
static analysis tool, in several manners. First, we compare two
ways of optimizing programs in POP throughout the definition
of different cost functions given to the solver. Second, we
measure the runtime errors between the exact results given
by an execution in multiple precision and the results of tuned
programs by POP and show that the measured error is always
less than the accuracy requirements given by the user for several
examples. Third, we provide a detailed comparison of POP
versus the prior state-of-the-art tool, Precimonious.

Index Terms—Floating-point arithmetic, precision tuning,
static program analysis, numerical accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, with the wide availability of processors with
hardware floating-point units, e.g. for smartphones or other
IoT devices, many applications rely on floating-point com-
putations. In practice, these applications such as the crit-
ical control-command systems for aeronautic, automotive,
etc., have stringent correctness requirements and limita-
tions related to accuracy issues including extreme sensitivity
to rounding errors and poorly handled numerical excep-
tions [1]. This has led to several bugs and catastrophic conse-
quences [2]. Without any extensive background in numerical
accuracy and computer arithmetic and to strengthen the
accuracy of floating-point programs, developers tend to use
the highest precision available in hardware (usually double
precision). While more robust, this can degrade program
performance significantly: the application runtime, bandwidth
capacity and the memory and energy consumption of the
system.

Besides, reducing the floating-point precision of certain
variables, also called Precision Tuning, is a possible so-
lution to speedup the execution or to save resources such
as memory and energy. Precision tuning has resulted in
the development of several tools based on static [3]–[7] or
dynamic methods [8]–[12] to help programmers explore the
trade-off between floating-point precision and performance.
Their main objective is to improve performance by reducing

accuracy while maintaining a precision constraint. In this
article, we present an evaluation of the performance of our
static analysis based tool named POP (short for ”Precision
OPtimizer”) that, by minimizing the over-estimated precision
of the inputs and intermediary results, guarantees a desired
precision on the outputs of floating-point programs. Our tool
takes as input a program annotated with the accuracy required
by the user and it implements a forward and backward static
program analysis as a set of constraints. The analysis is
expressed as a set of propositional formulae on constraints
between integer variables only (checked by Z3) [13]. The
constraints are made of inequalities between linear arithmetic
expressions possibly containing min and max operators. In
practice, these constraints are easy to handle for Z3. As a
result, the transformed program is guaranteed to use variables
of lower precision with a minimal number of bits than the
original program. The contributions introduced in this article
are:

1) We improve the efficiency of POP by experimenting
with several cost functions to our global system of
constraints in order to optimize the solutions returned
by the Z3 solver. We compare the performance of our
tool for each of these functions on different programs
coming from scientific computing, signal processing or
the IoT domain.

2) For each tuned program, we measure the error between
the exact results given by an execution in multiple pre-
cision (using MPFR [14]) and the results of optimized
programs by POP. This error is compared to the user
required accuracy.

3) We provide a detailed comparison of POP against the
prior state-of-the-art tool Precimonious [8] in terms of
analysis time, speed and the quality of the solution.
Even though both tools use different techniques, we
have adjusted the comparison criteria in order to make a
closer comparison of the real behavior of these tools (see
Section IV-B3). A detailed explanation of POP is given
in Section II while the comparison versus Precimonious
is presented in Section IV-B3.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. We present
some preliminary definitions and an overview of our tool
POP in Section II. Section III deals with the related work
of the existing tools. Section IV is devoted to the analysis
of the experimental results. Limitations and future work are
discussed in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes.



II. OVERVIEW OF POP TOOL

This section starts with a brief background on the IEEE754
Standard for floating-point arithmetic and the definitions of
the ufp and ulp functions. In addition, an overview of our
tool POP is presented.

A. Preliminary Definitions

The IEEE754 Standard [15] formalizes a binary floating-
point number x = s.m.βe−p+1, generally in base β = 2, as
a triplet made of a sign s, a mantissa m and an exponent e.
The sign is s ∈ {−1, 1}, the mantissa is m = d0.d1...dp−1,
with the digits 0 ≤ di < β, 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1, and p is the
precision (length of the mantissa). Finally, the exponent is e
∈ [emin, emax].

The IEEE754 Standard specifies some particular values for
p, emin and emax [16] and defines binary formats. Hence,
the IEEE754 standard distinguishes between normalized and
denormalized numbers. The normalization of a floating-point
number ensuring d0 6= 0 guarantees the uniqueness of its
representation. The IEEE754 standard defines also some
special numbers (see [7] for details). Moreover, the IEEE754
Standard defines four rounding modes for elementary oper-
ations over floating-point numbers which are: towards +∞,
towards −∞, towards zero and to the nearest denoted by
↑+∞, ↑−∞, ↑0 and ↑∼, respectively.

Henceforth, we present the ufp (unit in the first place) and
ulp (unit in the last place) functions which express the weight
of the most significant bit and the weight of the last significant
bit, respectively. In practice, our approach which describes
the error propagation across the computations is based on
these functions as already detailed in [7]. The definitions of
these functions are given at equations (1) and (2) defined
in [17] .

ufp(x) = min{i ∈ Z : 2i+1 > x} = blog2(x)c (1)

Let p be the size of the significand, the ulp of a floating-point
number can be expressed as shown:

ulp(x) = ufp(x)− p+ 1 . (2)

B. POP Technical Approach

To better explain the forward and backward static analysis
by constraint generation performed by POP, a straightforward
C program used as motivating example is given in Figure 1.
In this example, we suppose that all variables are in double
precision before analysis (original program in the left hand
side of Figure 1) and that a range determination is performed
by dynamic analysis on these variables (we plan to use a
static analyzer in the future). We generate at each node of
the syntactic tree of our program a unique control point in
order to determine easily the final accuracy, after the forward
and backward analysis, as shown on the right hand side of
Figure 1. Our program contains several annotations. First, for
example, on the right hand side of Figure 1, the variables a

and x are initialized respectively to the floating-point values
1.0 and 0.0 (in double precision). These values themselves
are annotated with their control points `0, `1, . . . thanks to
the following annotations a`1 = 1.0`0 and x`3 = 0.0`2 . In ad-
dition, we have the statement require accuracy(x, 20)`28

which informs the system that the user wants to get on

variable x only 20 correct digits at its control point (we
consider that a result has n correct digits or significants if
the relative error between the exact and approximated results
is less than 2−n). As a consequence, the minimal precision
needed for the inputs and intermediary results satisfying
the user assertion is observed on the bottom center side of
Figure 1. Since, in our example, 20 bits only are required
for x, the result of the addition x+ a also needs 20 accurate
bits only. By combining this information with the result of
the forward analysis, it is then possible to lower the number
of bits needed for one of the operands. The fundamental
point of our technique is to generate simple constraints made
of propositional logic formulae and of affine expressions
among integers, even if the floating-point computations in
the source code are non-linear [18]. Therefore, we assign
to each control point ` two types of integer parameters:
the ufp of the values (see Equation (1)) and three integer
variables corresponding to the forward, the backward and
the final accuracies, denoted accF (`), accB(`) and acc(`)
respectively, so that the inequality in Equation (3) is always
verified. Hence, we notice that in the forward mode, the
accuracy decreases contrarily to the backward mode when
we strengthen the post-conditions (accuracy increases).

0 ≤ accB(`) ≤ acc(`) ≤ accF (`) (3)

The constraint system in this example, with control points `0
to `28, is made of constraints for the whole program including
the while loop, assignments, additions and the counter. These
numbers of variables and constraints are linear in the size of
the program. Although the number of constraints generated
is linear, it is too large to be written by hand yet in the same
time it is easy to be checked by an SMT solver. In the sequel,
we show at Equation (4) some constraints without taking into
account the while loop and by taking into consideration the
operations of assignments a := 1.0 , i = 1.0 and x = 0.0
and only one elementary operation a := a+1.0 (see [17] for
more details for the constraint generation of while loops and
other commands.) The way to generate systematically these
constraints from the source code of the program is explained
in [17].

C =



accF (`0) = 53, accF (`2) = 53, accF (`4) = 53,
accF (`12) = 53,

accF (a`1 ) = accF (`0), accB(a`1 ) = accB(`0),

accF (i`3 ) = accF (`2), accF (x`5 ) = accB(`4),

r`13 = 1−max(0− accF (`11), 0− accF (`12)),

(0− accF (`11)) = 0− accF (`12)⇒ i`13 = 1,

accF (`13) = r`13 − i`13 = 53, accB(`13) = 20
accB(`11) = 0− (1− accB(`13)),
accB(`12) = 0− (1− accB(`13)),

accF (a`14 ) = accF (`13), accF (x`20 ) = accF (`19),

accB(a`14 ) = accB(`13), accB(x`20 ) = accB(`19)



. (4)

Basically, the constraints of Equation (4) require that the
forward accuracy at points `0, `2, `4 and `12 is 53 (IEEE754
double precision). Next, the forward accuracy of a`1 is 53
(accF (`0)) which is the precision of the value affected and
it works the same for its backward accuracy. The constraints
of the second line of our system works similarly. Also, we
have the precision r`13 which is equal to the number of bits
between the ufp(`13) (see Equation (1)) and the maximum
precision of one of the two operands which are also computed
as the difference of their ufp and their precisions respectively.



Simple C program:

a := 1.0;
i := 1.0;
x := 0.0;
while(i < 10.0){

a := a + 1.0;
x := x + a;
i := i + 1.0;

} ;
require_accuracy(x,20);

Program with labels:

a`1 := 1.0`0;
i`3 := 1.0`2;
x`5 := 0.0`4;
while (i`7 <`9 10.0`8){

a`14 := a`11 +`13 1.0`12;
x`20 := x`16 +`19 a`18;
i`25 := i`22 +`24 1.0`23;

}`26 ;
require_accuracy(x,20)`28;

Program annotated with precisions:

a#19 := 1.0#19;
i := 1.0;
x#20 := 0.0#20;
while (i <10.0){

a#20 := a#19 +#20 1.0#20;
x#20 := x#20 +#20 a#20 ;
i := i + 1.0;

} ;
require_accuracy(x,20) #20;

Fig. 1: A simple example to show the nature of constraints generated by POP. Top left: source program. Top right: program
annotated with labels. Bottom center : source program with inferred accuracies by POP.

The accuracy accF (`13) is equal to 53 which is the number
of bits between ufp(1.0+1.0) = 1 and the ufp u of the error
which is

u = max
(
max

(
(ufp(1.0)− accF (`11), ufp(1.0)

−accF (`12)) + i, ufp(`13)− σ+
))

+ i

We denote by σ+ the precision of the operator + and we have
the function i which takes 1 or 0 depending on the carry bit
that can occur throughout the computations. To deal with
intervals, variable r` and i`, for any label ` in general, has to
be replaced by two variables [r`, r`] and [i`, i

`
] respectively.

We refer the reader to [7] for a detailed explanation of
the forward and backward transfer functions for arithmetic
expressions, statements, trigonometric functions and square
root function.

POP has been extended in several ways since its first
introduction in [7] and [18]. POP supports the subtraction
and division arithmetic operations alongside the addition
and multiplication already presented in [7]. In addition, the
sine trigonometric function and the square root function are
also implemented in POP with the appropriate forward and
backward transfer functions expressed as a set of constraints.
Although the square root is included in the IEEE754 Stan-
dard, it is not the case for the other elementary functions
such as the natural logarithm, the exponential functions and
the hyperbolic and trigonometric functions. Therefore each
implementation of these functions has its own accuracy which
we have to know to model the propagation of errors in
our forward and backward analyses. In addition, POP now
accepts arrays.

III. RELATED WORK

In order to obtain the best floating-point formats as a
function of the expected accuracy on the results, many
efforts have been done. We classify these approaches into

two categories: static methods that tune the precision to
control the error and dynamic searching methods that take
into consideration the performance of the tuned programs.

A. Static Analysis Tools

There are various rigorous static analysis approaches that
use interval and affine arithmetic [19] or Taylor series ap-
proximations to analyze stability and to provide rigorous
bounds on rounding errors. In this context, Solovyev et al. [4]
have proposed the FP-Taylor tool that implements a method
to estimate round-off errors of floating-point computations
called Symbolic Taylor Expansions. More recently, work
in FP-Taylor was developed to ensure the mixed-precision
tuning technique in a tool called FPTuner [6]. Actually, work
in FPTuner provides expression-level precision guarantees
by using Taylor series expansions. It formulates an error-
constrained mixed integer optimization problem that attempts
to find the lowest precision possible for a given error bound.
The mathematical model obtains a rigorous error bound but is
unable to deal with statements such as loops and conditionals,
making it unsuitable for most programs. Darulova et al. [5]
propose a technique to rewrite programs by adjusting the
evaluation order of arithmetic expressions prior to tuning.
However, the technique is limited to relatively small pro-
grams that can be verified statically.

B. Dynamic Searching Applications

Other methods rely on dynamic analysis. Precimonious [8]
is a dynamic automated search based tool. It aims to find the
1-minimal configuration, i.e., a configuration where chang-
ing even a single variable from higher to lower precision
would cause the configuration to cease to be valid. A valid
configuration is defined as one in which the relative error
in program output is within a given threshold and there is a
performance improvement compared to the baseline version



of the program. However, it does not use any knowledge on
the structure of the program to identify potential variables of
interest. Also, we mention the Blame Analysis [12] which
is another dynamic method that speeds up precision tuning
by combining concrete and shadow program execution. It
creates a blame set for each instruction, which comprises the
variables whose precisions can be reduced to reach a given
error threshold of the instruction under consideration. While
this technique is considered as expansive, it does reduce the
search space for Precimonious when these two techniques are
used together. Pursuing with the idea of program transforma-
tion, the recent tool AMPT-GA [10] selects application-level
data precisions to maximize performance while satisfying
accuracy constraints. AMPT-GA combines static analysis for
casting-aware performance modeling with dynamic analysis
for modeling and enforcing precision constraints.

Recently, a new solution called HiFPTuner [9] soothes this
problem to some extent by taking a white box approach.
It analyzes the source code and its runtime behaviors to
identify dependencies among floating-point variables, and to
provide a customized hierarchical search for each program
under analysis to limit the search space of Precimonious. In
another work, Lam et al. [11] instrument binary code in a
tool called CRAFT aiming to modify their precision without
modifying the source code. Also, their tool is based on a
dynamic search method in order to identify in which parts of
code the precision should be modified. The major drawback
is that it does not guarantee a reduction in the execution time.
We mention, also, some models in [20] and [21] that perform
Shadow Value Analysis by inserting low level instructions
at runtime to simulate floating point instructions at another
precision. However, this is only a tool for analysis with
respect to error, not for finding faster configurations.

By and large, existing methods for precision tuning follow
a try and fail approach, reducing the precision of arbitrary
chosen variables and executing [8] or analyzing statically [4]
the program to see the new accuracy. Conversely, our static
analysis based method relies on a modeling of the propa-
gation of the errors throughout the code implemented by a
system of constraints. The solution to this system gives the
optimized precision of all the variables without execution of
the program. For instance, the differences between POP and
Precimonious [8] are displayed in Table I.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

After presenting the main objective of POP, we want to
validate its performance through the following experimental
evaluations:
• We evaluate the quality of solutions returned by Z3 with

different cost functions given as additional constraints
added to our global system of constraints.

• We measure the absolute error between the exact results
obtained by running a MPFR version of the programs
with a high precision [14] and the results of tuned
programs by POP. We show that this error is less
than the theoretical error required by POP user. This
experimentally validates the correctness of the tool, in
complement to the proofs given in [7].

• We compare POP against a dynamic search algorithm,
as implemented in the tool Precimonious [8].

We ran our experiments on an Intel Core i5-8350U
CPU cadenced at 1.7GHz on a Linux machine with
8 GB RAM. Concerning Precimonious, we used the
version provided at https://github.com/HGuo15
/vagrant_precimonious.

A. Experimental Setup

Figure 2 shows the results of mixed-precision tuning
obtained by POP on several programs. The low pass filter
program and the derivative function are parts of the pe-
dometer program that counts the number of footsteps whose
algorithm contains several steps [22]. The last two programs
come from the IoT field [23]. The arclength program was
first introduced in [24] and the simpson program which cor-
responds to an implementation of the widely used Simpson’s
rule for integration in numerical analysis [25]. The results
are perceived by experimenting two cost functions to our
global system of constraints in order to optimize the solutions
returned by the Z3 solver.

The experiment shown in Figure 3 examines the difference
between the exact results computed using the MPFR li-
brary [14] in high precision (300 bits) and the results returned
by our tool and compares this difference with the worst error
required by the user for different accuracies: 12, 17, 23, 27,
30 and 38 correct digits. Each program in this experiment
corresponds to two curves and we can see in Figure 3 that
the actual error measured is always less than the theoretical
user error defined as β−x+1 where β = 2 and x denotes the
user accuracy requirement.

For the comparison against the state-of-art precision tuner
Precimonious, we evaluate POP on two numerical programs,
already introduced above, used as a benchmark for precision
tuning in prior work [1], [8] and coming from the GNU Sci-
entific Library (GSL): simpson and arclength. In addition,
we evaluate Precimonious on three programs used as bench-
marks for POP. The rotation matrix-vector multiplication
to rotate a vector around the z axis by angle θ [7]. Next,
the program accelerometer which is an implementation of
an application that measures an inclination angle with an
accelerometer [18] and finally the pedometer program [23].

Table II shows the number of variables optimized by both
tools after analysis for each program while in Table III we
present the number of variables tuned to FP8 (mini-float
precision), FP16 (IEEE754 half precision), FP32 (IEEE754
simple precision), FP64 (IEEE double precision) and FP128
(IEEE754 long-double precision) for each error on the results
(10−4, 10−6, 10−8 and 10−10). The error threshold represents
the number of accuracy digits (for example, the result is
required to be correct up to 10 digits for an error threshold
of 10−10). Let us note that the error thresholds are expressed
in base 2 in POP and in base 10 in Precimonious. In this
section, for the relevance of comparisons, all the thresholds
are expressed in base 10. In practice, POP will use the base
2 threshold immediately lower than the required base 10
threshold.

B. Experimental Results

1) Experiment 1: Assigned Variables vs. All Control Points
Cost Functions: In this experiment, we aim at evaluating
two kinds of cost functions and compare the mixed-precision
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Fig. 2: Mixed-precision tuning results in FP8, FP16, FP32, FP64 and FP128 for the all control points and variables accuracies
cost function (top) and for the optimized cost function considering only the variables assigned (bottom).

obtained in the tuned programs for each of these functions.
Recall that POP generates a set of constraints made of
propositional logic formulas and affine expressions among
integers already presented in [7] and calls the Z3 SMT solver
in order to obtain a solution. However, the solutions returned
are not optimal due to the fact that Z3 is a solver and not
an optimizer. To surpass this limitation, we add to our global
system of constraints an additional constraint related to a cost
function φ (we use the same definition as in [17]). Then we
ask Z3 to find a solution of a given weight. This operation
is done repeatedly in a dichotomic search.
Let Id and Lab denote respectively the sets of identifiers
and labels of the program and let acc(x`) be a variable of the

constraint system corresponding to the accuracy of a variable
x ∈ Id at a control point ` ∈ Lab and let acc(`) be the
accuracy of the operation done at control point `. The aim
of the first cost function φ(c), that we want to optimize for
a given program c by dichotomy, is to compute the sum of
the accuracies acc(x`) of all the variables plus the accuracies
acc(`) at each control point ` of the arithmetic expressions
as it is shown in Equation (5).

φ(c) =
∑

x∈Id,`∈Lab

acc(x`) +
∑

`∈Lab

acc(`) (5)

The purpose of the second cost function φ′(c) in Equation (6)
is to only consider the sum of accuracies for the variables
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Fig. 3: Measured error between the exact results with multiple precision and the results obtained with POP for the simpson,
arclength and low pass filter programs.

assigned in the program and to no longer count accuracies
for the different control points as indicated in Equation (5).

φ′(c) =
∑

x∈Id,`∈Lab

acc(x`) (6)

Let us remark that this second cost function, which is a strict
relaxation of the first one, corresponds to what Precimonious
actually optimizes. It is then fairer to use it in our compar-
isons. Next, our tool searches the smallest integer P = φ(c)
or P = φ′(c) such that our system of constraints admits
a solution. Consequently, we start the binary search with
P ∈ [0,112 × n] where all the values are in long double
precision and where n is the number of terms in Equation (5)
or Equation (6) (depending on the function we add in our
system of constraints). When a solution is found for a given
value of P , a new iteration of the binary search is run with
a smaller value of P . When the solver fails for some P , a
new iteration of the binary search is run with a larger P and
we continue this process until convergence.

Note that the cost functions that we use become more
complex when dealing with arrays and then we consider
that all elements have the same precision as in almost
the programming languages. In order to compute the total
number of bits, we have to multiply the precision by the
number of elements. In addition, we have to do this process
only once for each array instead of several times for each
use of arrays. This implied to modify significantly the tool
compared to what we had implemented for the other simple
variables.

The main results of running POP with these two cost
functions φ and φ′ are presented in Figure 2. In addition
to the simpson and arclength programs, we take the code

of two functions implementing respectively a low pass filter
and the derivative function. Recall that these functions are
taken from the pedometer code.

Of the six accuracy requirements given to POP (from 12 to
38 bits of accuracy) for the four programs, POP succeeded in
turning off variables into FP8, FP16, FP32, FP64 and FP128
as shown in the top and the bottom of Figure 2 for the two
cost functions. The top of Figure 2 shows that for the low
pass filter program, 16% of variables are tuned to FP8, 37%
are tuned to FP16 and nearly 50% of variables are turned
off in double precision (FP64) for a user accuracy of 12.
Although, for the same program, the majority of variables are
transformed to FP64 for an accuracy of 38. For the arclength
program and for the different user accuracies, a large amount
of variables are tuned to FP64 double precision starting with
62% for an accuracy of 12 until 98% for an accuracy of 38
bits. For the simpson program, we observe improvements
but in less proportions than for the other examples. For
the program implementing the derivative function of the
pedometer code, we observe that the largest part of variables
are transformed to FP32 simple precision and FP8 mini-float
precision compared with the few amount of variables tuned
to double precision especially for accuracies of 30 and 38
bits.

The main results of running POP with the new cost
function φ′ are illustrated in the bottom side of Figure 2. By
comparing the results with the old cost function, we perceive
the difference of the mixed-precision tuning results returned
by POP. For the low pass filter program, we have more
variables turned into FP8 mini-float precision (nearly 59%
for almost every user accuracy requirements) compared to
the number of variables in double precision obtained with
the cost function illustrated in the top of Figure 2. The



TABLE I: Differences between POP and Precimonious.

Property POP Precimonious

Kind of analysis Forward & backward
static analysis

Dynamic analysis by
delta-debugging search

Output Optimized formats given
by Z3 (number of bits)

Type configurations rely
on inputs tested only

Mixed-precision FP8, FP16, FP32, FP64,
FPxx

FP32 and FP64

Accuracy
requirement

number of significant bits
of the result

Error threshold (10−4,
10−6, 10−8, . . .)

Accepted
language

Arrays, conditions, loops,
no function yet

C program input

TABLE II: Number of optimized variables by both tools for
each program.

Program #Variables opti-
mized by POP

#Var. optim. by
Precimonious

Arclength 25 9
Simpsons 10 10
Rotation-matrix 27 27
Accelerometer 19 0
Pedometer 31 10

majority of variables in program arclength are transformed
into double precision, going up to 100% for an accuracy
of 38. Finally, for the derivative program, the percentage of
variables in FP8 mini-float precision is greater than in FP32
simple-float precision reaching 70% for all user accuracies.

2) Experiment 2: Relative Error Measured between The
Exact Results with Multiple Precision and the Results Ob-
tained with POP: In this experiment, we seek to generate
an MPFR [14] code to create a program that gives an exact
result (we assume that the original program is computed with
a precision of 300 bits). After the same code is generated with
the optimized precisions returned by our tool. The goal of
this experiment is to measure the difference between the two
programs and to plot the curve of the difference in function
of the theoretical error which is the worst accepted error
required by the user, for example this error is equal to 2−22

for an accuracy of 23.
The curves of Figure 3 validate that POP satisfies the user

defined error constraints for the input programs: arclength,
simpson and low pass filter. We can see that the actual error,
for each program, is always less than the theoretical error
given by the user. For a user accuracy requirements of 17
and 23 bits, the curves of the arclength program can intersect
but it always remains below the worst error tolerated by the
user (2−16 and 2−22 respectively for these requirements).
Let we remark that the measured errors are very close to the
theoretical error. This is a desirable property: instead if the
measured error where far smaller than the theoretical error
this would probably mean that we use too many bits and
consequently that the tuning would be suboptimal.

3) Comparison between POP and Precimonious : The
main goal of this experimental evaluation is to compare our
tool versus the dynamic-search based tool Precimonious. The
number of lines of code (LOC) for each of the five programs

differs from one tool to another because of the different
instructions linked to the error constraints that each tool adds.
In Table II, we show the number of variables optimized by
both tools for each input program. Since the tools implement
two different techniques, we have adjusted some criteria
including the number of variables that we optimize so that
the comparison is as close as possible to the real behaviors
of the two tools. This is done as follows:

• POP optimizes more variables than Precimonious. Con-
sequently, for the sake of comparison, in the following
we only consider the variables optimized by Precimo-
nious to estimate the quality of the optimization. Let us
remark that this disadvantages our tool, POP.

• For POP, the initial precision of the input programs is
a parameter. This parameter was set to double precision
in Section II. To fit with Precimonious features in the
comparisons, in the sequel, POP initial precision is set
to long double.

• Precimonious creates a search space for all vari-
ables which precisions needs to be tuned [8] in float
(FP32), double (FP64) or long-double (FP128) preci-
sions whereas our tool takes into account the variables
that arise in the computation of the resulted variable
on which the user requires a precision constraint and
tunes their precisions into mini-float precision (FP8)
and half precision (FP16) alongside the float, double
and long-double precisions. We do know that FP8 mini-
float precision is rarely used but our tool is able to find
this format without additional cost nor to increase the
complexity which depends on the number of formats. In
contrast, Precimonious is not able to have this format
without additional cost.

Table III shows the results of the mixed-precision tuning
for the five programs by both tools and for different error
thresholds. We measure the running analysis time in seconds
taken by the tools to find the new precisions inferred in the
optimized programs. In addition, we estimate the time by
Z3 in POP to solve the constraints. After the tools analysis,
we compute the number of variables tuned into FP8, FP16,
FP32, FP64 and those remained in FP128 and we present the
total number of bits in the optimized programs. We denote
by ”S” the number of function prototypes which can be
tuned to a lower precision and the symbol ”-” denotes that a
tool does not find any solution (configuration of types) that
satisfies the user accuracy constraint. We show in bold the
number of variables turned to FP8 and FP16 by POP where
Precimonious is only capable to tune the variables precision
to FP32 and FP64 only.

For the running time measured for both tools, we can
observe (in Table III) that the analysis are running faster with
our tool for the different benchmarks and error thresholds.
However, our tool takes longer time to find the optimized
precisions for the pedometer program compared with Prec-
imonious. By looking at the Z3 time spent to resolve the
constraints, we can deduce that our tool consumes almost
the entire time of analysis making calls to the Z3 solver.
Although it remains fast and does not exceed a few minutes
(only 4 minutes are spent to solve the constraints of the
pedometer code for an error threshold of 10−6), we plan



TABLE III: Precision tuning results for POP and Precimonious for different error thresholds 10−10, 10−8, 10−6 and 10−4.

Program Tool Threshold 10−4

Running Time(s) Z3 Time(s) #Bits Optimized #FP8 #FP16 #FP32 #FP64 #FP128 S
arclength POP 2.867 2.834 464 0 3 1 4 1 4

Precimonious 146.4 - 448 0 0 2 4 1 2
simpson POP 0.608 0.594 160 2 7 1 0 0 1

Precimonious 208.092 - 384 0 0 4 2 1 3
rotation matrix-vector POP 0.882 0.869 408 13 9 5 0 0 0

Precimonious 9.536 - 1056 0 0 25 0 2 0
accelermeter POP 2.819 2.801 280 3 16 0 0 0 0

Precimonious - - - - - - - - -
pedometer POP 185.002 184.865 272 0 5 2 2 0 1

Precimonious 21.100 - 672 0 0 5 0 4 0

Program Tool Threshold 10−6

Running Time(s) Z3 Time(s) #Bits Optimized #FP8 #FP16 #FP32 #FP64 #FP128 S
arclength POP 2.300 2.278 528 0 1 2 5 1 3

Precimonious 156.0 - 512 0 0 2 5 1 1
simpson POP 0.499 0.492 272 2 0 8 0 0 1

Precimonious 213.672 - 384 0 0 4 2 1 3
rotation matrix-vector POP 0.920 0.915 688 6 8 10 3 0 0

Precimonious 12.201 - 864 0 0 27 0 0 0
accelermeter POP 2.756 2.736 560 0 3 16 0 0 0

Precimonious - - - - - - - - -
pedometer POP 215.528 215.387 352 0 0 7 2 0 1

Precimonious 22.275 - 672 0 0 5 0 4 1

Program Tool Threshold 10−8

Running Time(s) Z3 Time(s) #Bits Optimized #FP8 #FP16 #FP32 #FP64 #FP128 S
arclength POP 2.626 2.617 576 0 0 2 6 1 0

Precimonious 145.8 - 448 0 0 2 4 1 2
simpson POP 0.594 0.541 272 0 2 0 8 0 1

Precimonious 207.558 - 384 0 0 4 2 1 3
rotation matrix-vector POP 0.913 0.901 912 2 4 16 5 0 0

Precimonious 10.697 - 992 0 0 25 1 1 0
accelermeter POP 2.917 2.897 608 0 0 19 0 0 0

Precimonious - - - - - - - - -
pedometer POP 102.885 102.751 352 0 0 7 2 0 1

Precimonious - - - - - - - - -

Program Tool Threshold 10−10

Running Time(s) Z3 Time(s) #Bits Optimized #FP8 #FP16 #FP32 #FP64 #FP128 S
arclength POP 2.442 2.435 608 0 0 1 7 1 0

Precimonious 215.011 - 448 0 0 2 4 1 2
simpson POP 0.501 0.487 528 2 0 0 8 0 1

Precimonius 200.388 - 384 0 0 4 2 1 3
rotation matrix-vector POP 0.927 0.923 1184 0 4 11 12 0 0

Precimonious 7.409 - 992 0 0 25 1 1 0
accelermeter POP 2.761 2.735 992 0 0 7 12 0 0

Precimonious - - - - - - - - -
pedometer POP 177.348 177.161 576 0 0 0 9 0 1

Precimonious - - - - - - - - -

to replace the use of Z3 by the technique of policy iteration
in the future [26].

Compared to Precimonious, our tool succeeds to tune two
more programs. Next, let us remark that by entering the
accelerometer program as input to Precimonious, no valid
configuration was found for this example with error thresh-
olds 10−4 to 10−10. In addition, Precimonious failed to tune
the pedometer program for any error threshold lesser than
10−6. Moreover, Table III lists the final optimized precisions
obtained in the form of FP8 mini-float precision, FP16 half
precision, FP32 simple precision, FP64 double precision and
FP128 long-double precision and counts the number of bits
in ”#Bits Optimized” of the tuned programs. Recall that ”S”
is the number of function calls to switch to lower precision
(same parameter as in [1]). For example, a function whose
prototype is tuned from double -> double to float
-> float is counted as one switch in ”S”.

As we can observe from Table III, our tool POP is
capable to optimize variables into FP8 and FP16 (see bold
numbers under POP ”#FP8” and ”#FP16” in Table III) in
addition to FP32, FP64 and FP128 which are the only three
configurations inputs associated to each variable of the search

space of Precimonious. By way of illustration, 13 variables
of a total of 27 are tuned to FP8, 9 variables are optimized
to FP16 and the rest are tuned to FP32 for the rotation
matrix-vector. The ”#Bits Optimized” is obtained by the
sum of multiplying each variable by its precision. We remark
that POP succeeded in tuning 4 of 5 programs with less
number of bits optimized than precimonious (except the
arclength program). At the same time, Precimonious do well
for an error threshold of 10−10 for the arclength, simpsons
and rotation matrix-vector programs (the tuned arclength
program by Precimonious uses less bits than our tool for the
four given error thresholds).

V. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

As we have mentioned in Section II, a range determination
is performed before the analysis is done. Obviously, the
precision of this range analysis impacts the precision of
the floating-point format determination and the computation
of sharp ranges, by means of relational domains [27], [28]
improves the quality of the final result. In future work, we
would like to use a static analyzer in order to infer safe ranges
on our variables. Besides, the implementation of functions



inside POP is desired at this stage especially as we plan to
strengthen the comparisons with other existing tools and to
evaluate their benchmarks as input of our tool.

Even if the execution time of our analysis are not
prohibitive, we believe that using the policy iteration
method [26] as a replacement for the non-optimizing solver
(Z3) coupled to a binary search can provide an interesting
improvement of the performance. Actually, we aim at ap-
plying the policy iteration method to improve the accuracy.
For this reason, we need to show that finding the minimum
precision with the generated constraints is equivalent to
search the smallest fixed-point of a monotone function in
such a way that the selection property on which policy
iteration relies is satisfied. Further, it will be interesting to
feed the policy iteration with the Z3 solution as an initial
policy and consequently comparing the solutions of these
two methods in term of execution time and optimality.

As we have experimented our tool in the IoT field, we have
not yet applied the optimized programs obtained by POP on a
real IoT device to measure physically the gain in memory and
energy which is considered as a prior future work. Moreover,
we manage to evaluate our tool on more complex programs
coming from this application domain. Finally, our approach
is also easily generalizable to the case of the fixed-point
arithmetic for which it is mandatory to determine the formats
of the data, for example for FPGA implementations [29].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have evaluated the efficiency of our
tool POP following several criteria. First, we have tested two
different cost functions to POP global system of constraints
in order to optimize the solutions returned by Z3 solver
have shown that this can influence the total number of bits
optimized in the tuned programs by obtaining different opti-
mized precisions when using a function instead of the other.
Second, we have measured the error between the exact results
given by an execution in multiple precision and the results of
optimized programs by our tool and found that the measured
error curve is always below the theoretical error required
by the user. Also, we have evaluated the performance of
our automated tuning tool POP by presenting a comparison
against the prior state-of-the-art tool Precimonious in terms
of analysis time, speed and the quality of the solution and
where our tool was faster in the analysis time for the majority
of the programs tested. In addition, we deduced that our
tool returns better mixed-precision results for different user
accuracy requirements where the variables are tuned into
FP8, Fp16, FP32, FP64 and FP128 precisions. The results
achieved are promising for our tool so the next step is
to strengthen the evaluation in several manners in future
work by experimenting it with larger applications in various
domains such as IoT and HPC.
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